Cut out the fantastic artwork opposite, go down to your local Kinko's, enlarge it several times, then with the aid of glue or sticky tape, apply it to your windshield and, 'Hey Presto' you have yourself an instant James car sticker....

This issue of 'James on Sunday' is dedicated to Larry Gott. Thank you Larry for all your years of valuable service & for the pleasure that you gave to the millions of James fans around the world.

Also a big thank you to 'A Sound Investment' for the distribution of 'James on Sunday'.
Attention James fans!!! If you are offended by swear words such as 'shit', 'fuck' & even 'twat' then please read no further. Due to the cheap shock value of such words and my limited vocabulary this mini-zine is littered with them. Also in our attempts to be funny we have made libelous claims about various members of our favourite band. If you are disgusted by such appalling behaviour then let me say, lighten up for fucks sake!! Tim Booth thinks Bill Hicks is funny, so do you really think that anything I could come up with could remotely offend him? Could a few swear words offend you any more than the above picture of Hanson?

The most popular theories as to why Jim never moves whilst on stage.
He's a lot older than he looks.
He has been forbidden to do so by the rest of the band 'cos he dances like a twat.
Jim takes a dump in his pants before every show, so he stands motionless to prevent any shit falling out of the bottom of his trouser legs.

The truth behind those new wacky stage outfits that James sport these days.
The old clothes that they wore onstage for years finally fell apart.
They sold their souls to satan.
Blue-light special at K-Mart.
The band lost a bet.
'Cos they think they actually look cool and will continue to wear them until we, the fans tell them how fucking stupid they really look.
What **not** to do at a James gig.

Bring flowers.
Wear a Smiths/Morrissey t-shirt.
Shout "Whooooooo" during the ballads.
Try to get everyone to 'Sit Down'.
Leave after the support band.
Ask Saul, Mark, David or Adrian to autograph your copy of Village Fire.
Bump into me, 'cos I'll kick your fucking ass.

---

**Billy's Dirt.**

Tim's partner on 'Booth & the Bad Angel', Angelo Badalamenti is well known for his work with David Lynch and other movie makers. But did you know that Angelo is also the voice of Winnie the Pooh in the Disney cartoon?

Just listen to 'Life gets better' and dare to disagree....

Did you happen to see Saul's outfit at Woodstock II? What the fuck was he thinking? Ex-hooker Divine Brown recently recorded an old James song for her new album. It's true, look out for her version of 'How was it for Hugh' in record stores soon.....

The cover star of 'Whiplash' is Saul. Morrissey was originally approached to do it, but when he backed out at the last minute citing exhaustion, Saul stepped into his stilletoes. For the record Saul wears a 34c sized cup......

Like Tim, Mark was going to make a solo album during the bands hiatus, but his mum wouldn't let him so he got a paper round instead....

The real reason Saul hacked off his lovely flowing locks was he was sick of being mistaken for one of the Spice Girls.....

Jim was the only band member who didn't get a crappy haircut during the making of 'Whiplash' This of course, is due to the fact that he already had one.....
Why Andy Diagram was so popular with female James fans.

His ability to blow for hours.

His great taste in dresses.

His lovely little beaded dreads.

His incredible lip and tongue action.

'Cos chicks dig freaks.

Who would win if all the members of James had a big rumble.

David Baynton Power.

Ten things that would help James to sell more records.

1: Make a video featuring women in various states of undress.

2: Have drummer lose an arm in car crash. (It worked for Def Leppard)

3: Pretend all of James are brothers and cover 'Mmm-Bop'

4: The band should come out of the closet on a popular television sitcom.

5: Shag the Spice Girls. (Everybody else has)

6: Let some huge corporation use one of your songs to promote themselves, it may piss off Neil Young & your fans but if it's good enough for Eric Clapton.......

7: Wear dresses on an album sleeve, oh sorry this one doesn't work.

8: Dump Jim and put Keanu Reeves on bass, 'cos look what it has done for Dogstar. Has a shittier band ever packed a venue?

9: Jump on the East coast/West coast feud bandwagon and say you're down with Snoop. (The kids just dig him)

10: Have Tim meet an untimely and sticky end. If there was ever a surefire way to sell a shitload of records, then surely the singer kicking the bucket is it.

Why James don't change the set list anymore.

To deter bootleggers.

To deter sad, pathetic, loser fans from following them all over the country.

Tim's ashamed of some of his old lyrics. 'Cos changing the set list is a fucking drag man.

They're lazy fuckers.

Hey if Morrissey can do it then so can James.

Because Adrian only knows 15 songs.
James shirts that never sold.

James no fat chicks
Sauls idea.

Cum
(Unfortunate misspelling)

Vegans rock
Rude James song titles.
Quim From A Village
Skull Buggery
Snot There
Gold Motherfucker
Top Of The Whore
Parking The Ghost
Out To Shag You
Cumtimes
One Of The Threesome
Everyone Blows
Bastard Brian
Bonk The Cat
Frequency Dick
She's A Goer
Homo Boy
Goalies Balls
Go To The Bog
Wet Dream Thrum
Gish Knives
Waltzing A Schlong

Beards rule
Gavan & Larry's idea.

Vegan sex & drugs, no sausage rolls
Shirt design withheld & subject to a lawsuit by the Inspirals.
Everything you wanted to know about Wales but were afraid to ask.

A few readers have been pestering us lately wanting to know more about Wales, the birthplace of our favourite drummer David Baynton-Power. So we have come up with this short history of the said nation.

The Welsh first hit the headlines in 186 bc when they dropped the 'H' and stole their name from some poor defenceless sea mammal. Next they came up with their own language which sounds like a cross between somebody clearing their throat and an Ozzy Osbourne record being played backwards.

Wales can also claim some very famous people as natives, Tom Jones and Sir Anthony Hopkins are Welsh as is Alfred Hitchcock. In fact Hitchcock was so proud of his Welsh roots that he wrote and directed a famous movie about his hometown. The name of that movie was of course 'Dial 'M' for Merthyr'.

It has been said that the only good Welshman is a dead Welshman. I have to agree with that sentiment. Just look at that Richard Burton, I love all of his movies.

Wales has also been dogged by nasty rumours concerning the sexual goings on of a certain farm animal and Welshmen. Well I'm not one to be taken in by such idle gossip but have you ever seen a map of Wales? Doesn't the shoreline look uncannily like the profile of a sheeps head? Coincidence? I'll let you draw your own conclusions....

Gone but not forgotten.

Radio airplay.
The 'next-Smiths' tag.
Mark's pigtail.
Saul's cycling shorts stuffed with a sock.
Gavin's beard.
Sitting down at James shows.
Tim's curls.
Tasteful album covers.
David's dog-shitting t-shirt.
Andy's dress.
Larry's bald spot.

Useful James anagrams.

Hey kids, have hours of fun unscrambling the following anagrams to reveal your favourite band members.

1: I'm leg in Jen.
2: Homo bitt.
3: VD ass U lie.
4: Bawdy porn video tan.
5: He run K-mart.
Five things not to ask Tim if you get an interview for your James fanzine.

1: Are you going bald or did you cut your hair like that on purpose?
2: Do you hang out with Morrissey a lot?
3: So where did the name James come from?
4: Where did you learn to dance?
5: You're a bit of a twat aren't you?

Name Poll Results.

In our last issue we took a poll amongst our readers to find out who they thought had the girliest name in James. The results in reverse order are as follows:

6: David 3 votes.
5: Mark 4 votes.
4: Jim 9 votes.
3: Saul 128 votes.
2: Tim 329 votes.
1: Larry 12,052 votes.

*As a result of his landslide victory, Larry was so upset that he quit the band. I actually voted for Saul, because due to a mix up I thought it was a vote for the girliest band member.

Edible James song titles.

Cool Whiplash
Blue Pasties
Strawberry Jam J
Gospel Oatmeal
Fishstick Knives
Just Chips
Ring The Taco Bell
Greenquiche
Walking The Ghoulash
Lay The Slaw
Government Cheese
Bring A Bun
Maria's Jerky
Frequency Chips & Dip
Next Liver
Chain Mayo
Promised Lard
Corn Of Frustration
She's A Famous Star
Live A Loaf Of Life
Rye So Close

The reason Larry won't cut it as a Carpenter.

He built those ugly assed chairs that were used in the original 'Sit Down' video.
Ten things that just may tip you off to the fact that your favourite James band member could be gay.

1: He winks at you during the gig, and you're a guy.
2: He bleaches his hair.
3: He dresses like a twat.
4: There is an abundance of 14 year old Filipino boys backstage at James shows.
5: He frequently grabs Tims dick onstage.
6: Has an earing in his right ear.
7: He just loves dance music.
8: Has been known to wear cycling shorts onstage.
9: Plays soccer like a big girl.
10: The pink triangle sticker on his violin case.

* Please note that the above piece is purely for laughs, we in no way mean to offend anyone or imply that a certain member of James is homosexual. (Not that there is anything wrong with being homosexual of course). Also any similarities to Saul are coincidental.